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Introduction
Generic Mapping Tools (GMT) is a collection of command line programs for analysing & mapping
spatial data. It primarily works with text files of XY coordinates and associated data such as depth, &
gridded models, generally elevation models.
This workshop will NOT teach anyone how to make full use of GMT. Such a workshop would take
weeks and more knowledge than I have. What it is intended to do is introduce some GMT
fundamentals, and some capabilities suited for automated map production. It is assumed that attendees
will be familiar in general with data management & GIS techniques, and some sort of scripting
language.
The workshop will include a discussion of GMT syntax, look at scripting as a means of chaining GMT
& data management commands together, look at some other tools to facilitate data extraction &
processing in conjunction with GMT, and work through some example scripts to automatically
generate maps. Bash shell scripts under Linux will be used during the workshop, although users are
free to use other scripting languages, such as DOS/Windows batch files (not recommended!), Perl or
Python. Bash, Perl & Python are available for Windows, Mac & Linux, and GMT is available for all
these, making it pretty portable.
Some of the more powerful aspects of GMT, including grdmath, and GMT's temporal data support will
not be covered. As the focus is on automated rather than interactive map production, we will not be
covering GUI's for GMT. This document is a simple guide for NIWA staff, and should be read in
conjunction with the formal GMT tutorial.
GMT has not traditionally integrated well with other GIS applications, although recent developments,
some funded by NIWA, enable GMT to interoperate more easily with other GIS software.
Extensive documentation is available on the GMT web site: http://gmt.soest.hawaii.edu incuding a
basic tutorial, reference & cookbook and man pages for the commands. Help is also available on the
GMT mailing list, which also has searchable online archives via the web site.

Useful links
http://gmt.soest.hawaii.edu

GMT web site

http://www.ruf.rice.edu/~ben/gmt.html

Ben Horner-Johnson's useful links, software & data

http://soliton.vm.bytemark.co.uk/pub/jjg/en/code/cptutils.html
http://soliton.vm.bytemark.co.uk/pub/cpt-city/

J.J. Greens palette links

cpt city: a huge collection of colour palettes,

including Erika Mackay's popular topographic palette for GMT.

The GMT map building approach
GMT maps are always Postscript (or eps) files. Postscript is effectively a graphics rendering language,
and GMT takes advantage of some Postscript capabilities. Of course, postscript output can be
converted to raster images if required.
Much like traditional GIS, GMT builds a map in layers. Top layers will obscure or overwrite lower
ones so the order in which the layers are rendered is important. GMT also comes bundled with an
extensive world coastline dataset (GSHHS) in 5 resolutions, so users automatically have access to
contextual background data, in addition to any of their own.
GMT map commands draw layers to the output Postcript file. Scripts must therefore ensure the
Postcript is properly initialised, the layers are written appropriately, then the file is properly terminated,
with the correct instructions to actually render the output. This is done with command line arguments.
Typically a raster background will be rendered first, then overlaid with vector polygons/lines/points
and text/annotations. Each layer is generated with a different command, building up the final map.
Getting the desired "look" of a map often requires many iterations of tweaking the cript, generating &
looking at the map. This can be time consuming and a GUI based maping application can be a better
tool for such one off maps. However, when many similar maps are required, the time spent developing
the script to generate maps, then supplying different data for these scripts to generate revised maps of
new data in the same layout is much faster than the interactive GUI approach.

Our first map
We will start with a simple map of New Zealand, to illustrate a single GMT command: pscoast.
The "ps" suggests this command is going to produce postscript output, and coast suggests it will draw a
coastline. Which is what it does. However, there are a number of parameters needed to draw even a
simple coastline map, such as:
•

the map extent

•

pen width/colour

•

any land/water fill colours

•

what projection are we using

•

how big is the map going to be on the page

•

what sort of border do we draw

•

what annotations or grid do we want

•

what resolution coastline data will we use

All of this in one command, as it is obvious that the command with all its arguments is going to be
complex. In a terminal window you can type "pscoast" by itself to get information about the arguments
available. This can be a quite overwhelming, but once you understand the basics, this rapid access to
command syntax is very useful.
So let's start with a simple map of New Zealand.
pscoast -R160/190/-55/-30 -JM7 -Di -B10/10::WeSn -W1 -P > map.ps

To view the ps map you
will need a Postscript
viewing application, such
as gv, kghostview, etc.
eg: gv map.ps

Of course, it would be nice to make the map a bit more visually interesting, degrees labeled better,
perhaps shade the land & sea. This introduces the commands gmtset & gmtdefaults. Having to include
settings like font, font size and a huge number of other parameters in every command is unreasonable,
so many options can be set in advance, and are retained until changed. So we will start by setting the
degree labelling. If we are scripting a standard map output, it is good practice to include all the gmtset

commands within the script, rather than assume they have been set as defaults already.
gmtset PLOT_DEGREE_FORMAT=dddF BASEMAP_TYPE=fancy
pscoast -R160/190/-55/-30 -JM7 -Di -B10f5/10f5::WeSn -W1 -P -G100 -S200 > map.ps
gv map.ps

This has done much
more than changing the
way degrees get written.
We now have a "fancy"
(instead of "plain"
bounding box, the bars
in this box are drawn a 5
degree intervals, but the
labels are still 10, and
we have shaded the sea
and land.

This is still basically just a background map, so lets add some points, say the main NIWA offices.
•
•
•
•

Auckland
Hamilton
Wellington
Christchurch

37.02S 174.80E
37.78S 175.28E
41.33S 174.80E
43.48S 172.55E

We could put these in a file & plot them, but for now, we'll plot each point independently:

pscoast -R160/190/-55/-30 -JM7 -Di -B10f5/10f5::WeSn -W1 -P -G100 -S200 -K > map.ps
echo "174.8 -37.02" | psxy -R -JM -Sc0.1 -W1/255/0/0 -G255/0/0 -O -K >> map.ps
echo "175.28 -37.78" | psxy -R -JM -Sc0.1 -W1/255/0/0 -G255/0/0 -O -K >> map.ps
echo "174.8 -41.33" | psxy -R -JM -Sc0.1 -W1/255/0/0 -G255/0/0 -O -K >> map.ps
echo "172.55 -43.48" | psxy -R -JM -Sc0.1 -W1/255/0/0 -G255/0/0 -O >> map.ps
gv map.ps
Note that psxy expects it's input coordinate list to be read from a file (or stdin). In this case we echo the
coords and pipe them through stdin to the psxy command. It is more normal to simply build up a list of
points in a file and have psxy plot the points. This example however, shows the use of the -K & -O
arguments to manage the layers being written to the ps file. -O, the output overlays previous data, do no
write the ps header, -K, the output will be followed by further layers, do not write the ps trailer. Thus
the first command does not have a -o, and the last does not have -K. We are also setting the colour for
the symbols using RGB values, for the pen & fill, and setting the symbol to a circle. The data file can
have symbol size etc, after the coordinates for each point, check the psxy documentation for more
information. Also note that psxy can plot lines as well as points, using the -M option. The file of XY
coords uses a ">" on a new line to signal the start of a new line.
Our next exercise with vector data, is the plotting of a location map within our map. We need to tell
GMT to move our map origin, set a new size & extent, and plot the new map.
pscoast -R160/190/-55/-30 -JM7 -Di -B10f5/10f5::WeSn -W1 -P -G100 -S200 -K > map.ps
echo "174.8 -37.02" | psxy -R -JM -Sc0.1 -W1/255/0/0 -G255/0/0 -O -K >> map.ps
echo "175.28 -37.78" | psxy -R -JM -Sc0.1 -W1/255/0/0 -G255/0/0 -O -K >> map.ps
echo "174.8 -41.33" | psxy -R -JM -Sc0.1 -W1/255/0/0 -G255/0/0 -O -K >> map.ps
echo "172.55 -43.48" | psxy -R -JM -Sc0.1 -W1/255/0/0 -G255/0/0 -O -K >> map.ps
pscoast -X5 -Y0.5 -JM1.8 -R130/220/-65/10 -W1 -Dc -B::wesn -O -K --BASEMAP_TYPE=plain
-G255/255/255 -S255/255/255>> map.ps
psxy -R -JM -W1 -A -O <<eoin >>map.ps
160 -55
190 -55
190 -30
160 -30
160 -55
eoin
gv map.ps

Again, several new aspects
are introduced here. We can
override a gmtset setting on
the commandline, as we did
here for a plain box around
our location map. We can
layout maps withon maps
(or multiple maps on a
page)using the -X -Y
parameters to move the
origin of our map on the
page. And a scripting
option, the use of a "here
document" to provide data
from stdin from text in the
same file. The "<<eoin" is
an instruction to the psxy
command to read it's input
from the script file until it
gets to the line with eoin
present. These coordinates
are the same as those
defining our original map
extent, when plotted on a
map of a greater extent, we
get the location map.

The last part of this session on vector data covers labelling points. We have plotted points for the 4
main NIWA centres. Now we can add a text label for each point. As you might guess, if pscoast draws
coastlines to a ps file, and psxy plots xy data, the command to plot text is pstext. Like psxy, pstext also
expects to get its data from a file, but will also read from stdin. In this example, we will have the script
write the file for pstext to process, instead of echoing the data and piping it to the command. pstext
needs to know the font, font size, the text to write, the point to write it at, and where the text is to be
written relative to the point. Of course, we want to write the text in the main map, not the location map,
so we put the code to do this before we draw the location map. pstext can also be used to write
formatted text, with embedded codes, as well as simple text labels.

pscoast -R160/190/-55/-30 -JM7 -Di -B10f5/10f5::WeSn -W1 -P -G100 -S200 -K > map.ps
echo
echo
echo
echo

"174.8 -37.02" | psxy -R -JM -Sc0.1 -W1/255/0/0 -G255/0/0 -O -K >> map.ps
"175.28 -37.78" | psxy -R -JM -Sc0.1 -W1/255/0/0 -G255/0/0 -O -K >> map.ps
"174.8 -41.33" | psxy -R -JM -Sc0.1 -W1/255/0/0 -G255/0/0 -O -K >> map.ps
"172.55 -43.48" | psxy -R -JM -Sc0.1 -W1/255/0/0 -G255/0/0 -O -K >> map.ps

echo "174.8 -37.02 10 0 1 ML Auckland" > labels.txt
echo "175.28 -37.78 10 0 1 ML Hamilton" >> labels.txt
echo "174.8 -41.33 10 0 1 ML Wellington" >> labels.txt
echo "172.55 -43.48 10 0 1 ML Christchurch" >> labels.txt
pstext labels.txt -R -JM -O -K >> map.psscoast -X5 -Y0.5 -JM1.8 -R130/220/-65/10 -W1 -Dc -B
::wesn -O -K --BASEMAP_TYPE=plain -G255/255/255 -S255/255/255>> map.ps
psxy -R -JM -W1 -A -O <<eoin >>map.ps
160 -55
190 -55
190 -30
160 -30
160 -55
eoin
gv map.ps

This script starts the text over
the dots, which looks untidy.
There are a few ways to adjust
this, we can edit the positions
slightly so it looks better or we
can use the -D parameter to set
the offset distance (in map
units). This still has black text
over black coastline and dark
grey land, so putting a white
box around the text will make
it clearer & enhance the map.
This can be done with either
-S to scribe an outline around
each character, or -W to fill a
box under the text. The new
pstext command is:
pstext labels.txt -R -JM -O -K
-D0.1 -W255/255/255o >>
map.ps

The final vector map with boxed text labels.

The second map: working with grids
So far we have built a simple map of vector data only. GMT also has powerful tools for modelling,
plotting and contouring data, especially elevation models. Typically GMT commands for working with
grids begin with grd, just as postscript commands start with ps & generic commands start with gmt.
This session assumes we have some gridded data ready to plot. so focusses on drawing the map rather
than generating the grid. We will look at what is involved in generating grids for plotting or contouring
later.
We will also look at GMT colour palettes, as this is one area where you can make maps much more
attractive and informative. GMT can also render 3D images from data, but that (grdview/psxyz) is
beyond the scope of this workshop.
To build a cpt file, knowing that the depth data around New Zealand are between +-7000m, we can use:
makecpt -Ctopo -T-7000/7000/100 -Z -D > nz.cpt
We can now generate a plot of the gridfile.
grdimage /data/world.grd -R160/190/-55/-30 -JM7 -Cnz.cpt -B10g5/10g5::WeSn -P > map.ps
It will look better as a hillshade image. To do this we use another gridfile to set the colour intensity at
each point based on it's slope & aspect, and thus provide a 3D look to the image.
grdimage /data/world.grd -R160/190/-55/-30 -JM7 -Cnz.cpt -I/data/int50.grd -B10g5/10g5::WeSn -P >
map.ps
It is worth looking through the standard GMT colour palettes, and also the web sites listed earlier, for a
range of palettes to suit most needs.

We can use grdmath to increase or decrease the values in the intensity grid to get the desired effect, as
described later. We can now plot contours on the map, derived from the grid (we can also extract the
contours to a file for use with other software if desired). You can also see the effect of having a g value
in the -B parameter instead of f.

We can also use some commands from the vector data session to enhance the map, and add some
contours:
grdimage /data/world.grd -R160/190/-55/-30 -JM7 -Cnz.cpt -I/data/int50.grd -B10f5/10f5::WeSn -P -K
> map.ps
echo "-200 A" > contours.txt
echo "-1000 A" >> contours.txt
echo "-5000 A" >> contours.txt
grdcontour /data/world.grd -Ccontours.txt -W0.5 -O -K -R -JM >> map.ps
echo
echo
echo
echo

"174.8 -37.02" | psxy -R -JM -Sc0.1 -W1/255/0/0 -G255/0/0 -O -K >> map.ps
"175.28 -37.78" | psxy -R -JM -Sc0.1 -W1/255/0/0 -G255/0/0 -O -K >> map.ps
"174.8 -41.33" | psxy -R -JM -Sc0.1 -W1/255/0/0 -G255/0/0 -O -K >> map.ps
"172.55 -43.48" | psxy -R -JM -Sc0.1 -W1/255/0/0 -G255/0/0 -O -K >> map.ps

echo "174.8 -37.02 10 0 1 ML Auckland" > labels.txt
echo "175.28 -37.78 10 0 1 ML Hamilton" >> labels.txt
echo "174.8 -41.33 10 0 1 ML Wellington" >> labels.txt
echo "172.55 -43.48 10 0 1 ML Christchurch" >> labels.txt
pstext labels.txt -R -JM -O -K >> map.ps
pscoast -X5 -Y0.5 -JM1.8 -R130/220/-65/10 -W1 -Dc -B::wesn -O -K --BASEMAP_TYPE=plain
-G255/255/255 -S255/255/255>> map.ps
psxy -R -JM -W1 -A -O <<eoin >>map.ps
160 -55
190 -55
190 -30
160 -30
160 -55
eoin
gv map.ps
The final map, with DEM
hillshade, labelled points,
annotated contours and location
map.

Gridding XYZ data
This session will cover generating grids from xyz point data.
GMT has several commands to generate grids from point data, including nearneighbour, surface,
triangulate and a recent addition, greenspline.
We will have a look at a sample dataset comprising 600,000 points covering New Zealand from a
global dataset, and use surface & other tools to build a map from the data.
The input file looks like:
164 -33 -2483.12
164.02 -33 -2538.19
164.04 -33 -2601.24
164.06 -33 -2663.26
164.08 -33 -2721.78
164.1 -33 -2767.29
164.12 -33 -2800.57
...
We will build a grid of 0.02 degree cells, then generate an intensity grid from this for plotting as a
hillshade. See the documentation on surface (or grd2xyz, nearneighbour or greenspline) for information
on the parameters and their effects.
surface nz.xyz -Gnz_1.grd -I0.02/0.02 -R164/180/-48/-33 -T0.6 -N20 -Z1.8
We can have a quick visual check by plotting contours
from the grid, and looking at the result:
grdcontour nz_1.grd -C500 -JM7 -R -S0.5 -W1 -B5
/5::WeSn -P > map.ps
gv map.ps
The contours look about as expected. To generate a
hillshade image from this grid, we will need to generate
an intensity grid. The colour of each pixel will be
derived from the topo grid, but the intensity (brightness)
of the colour is set by the intensity grid. The intensity
grid is created by assigning a light source at an azimuth
& altitude, and each cell is assigned a value based on
how perpendicular it's face is to the direction of this
light source. Note that there are usually very few
extremely bright or dark pixels, with the majority being
in the centre of a somewhat normal distribution. To

provide a more balanced illumination effect, GMT provides a variety of options for generating
exponential, logarithmic and histogram equalised distributions of intensity values. How to make use of
these is not covered here, but see the available information and help on the commands grdgradient and
grdhisteq if you wish to follow this aspect up.
grdgradient nz_1.grd -Gnz_int.grd -A315/60 -Ne0.7
grdimage nz_1.grd -Inz_int.grd -E150 -B5/5::WeSn -P -Cnz.cpt -JM7 > map.ps
gv map.ps
The hillshading is perhaps a bit harsh (below). We can try changing the parameters used to generate the
intensity grid, and build a new one, or we can use GMT's grdmath command to reduce the values of the
intensity grid. This simply changes the visual appearance of the output, so may take some iterations to
achieve the desired effect. Note, grdmath is a very powerful command tor working with gridded data,
and worthy of some time spent to learn what it can do, but that is outside the scope of this workshop.
grdmath nz_int.grd 0.2 MUL = nz_int.grd
grdimage nz_1.grd -Inz_int.grd -E150 -B5/5::WeSn -P -Cnz.cpt -JM7 > map.ps
gv map.ps

CPT files
There are a few points worth noting regarding GMT cpt (colour palette) files.

GMT comes with a number of standard palettes. Many more are available at cpt-city. These are not
used directly, but are effectively templates for local files built using makecpt to meet user
requirements.
Palettes are text files, supporting both RGB & CYMK, although RGB files are easier to work with.
They can be continuous or discrete. Topographic maps typically use continuous colour ranges, category
based maps use discrete ranges.
The makecpt help, tutorial & cookbook contain more information on generating and using cpt files.

Generating vector data for mapping with GMT
We have seen how psxy can plot points. It can also plot lines. In NIWA, it is common to have spatial
data in shapefiles or PostGIS tables. The GDAL (Geographic Data Abstraction Library) contains tools
for accessing & reformatting a wide range of spatial formats, including GMT vector (point/multiline)
files. The program ogr2ogr is able to convert shapefiles to GMT files, and to extract data from PostGIS
tables for plotting with GMT. Note that the ogr2ogr GMT format includes attribute & metadata which
is ignored by current versions of GMT, but is still compatible with these programs.
To convert a shapefile (nz.shp) into a file for plotting with GMT (nz.gmt):
ogr2ogr -f GMT -nln nz nz nz.shp
When working with PostGIS tables the situation is more flexible, and inherently more complex. The
database is easily able to generate text files from selected records held in tables, and where points are
all that is required, simply selecting the X & Y coordinates into a file is all that is required. When lines
or polygons are required, you must then use ogr2ogr to correctly manage sequences of coordinates
(which will also work for points).
As ogr2ogr can implement a query to request specified record from the database, it lends itself to very
effective scripted map production. For example, an application to map species positions can prompt for
a species, then request these data using a variable in a script invoking ogr2ogr and map them with
GMT. Alternatively, it could generate a list of available species and iterate through these to generate a
map for each one.
ogr2ogr -f "GMT" -nln tan0802 tan0802 PG:dbname=stations -sql "select track, trip_code, station_no
from station where trip_code='tan0802' and track notnull" -overwrite
Note that ogr2ogr can generate GMT files from a wide variety of GIS formats & databases, including
Oracle, Informix, PostGIS, ESRI Shapefile, ArcSDE, MapInfo tab (binary) and mid/mif (text), GML,
KML, ODBC, and several others. GDAL (the parent package for OGR) can also convert a variety of
gridded data formats into GMT's netCDF grid format, although this is not straightforward.

A template script for plotting data driven maps is:
LIST=`psql -d db -Atc "select distinct species from table;"`
for SPP in $LIST ; do
# get GMT file to plot, retrieve points via simple SQL instead of ogr2ogr
psql -d $DB -Atc "select lon, lat from table2 where species = '$SPECIES';"
MAP=${SPECIES}.ps
# gmt commands to plot $MAP
done
Similarly, selected XYZ records can be extracted & gridded, then mapped or contoured using the
techniques described above. The Z value can be used to set the size of the displayed symbol, thus
enabling data driven maps with automatically sized symbols.

ps2raster
A last quick mention of this command. It uses ghostscript to convert GMT postscript output files to
raster images. As of v4.4, it is also able to write world files & geotiffs, so GMT maps can be used as
georeferenced images with other GIS & web mapping applications. One issue with this that is worth
highlighting, is the map extent must be the same as the image extent, otherwise the georeferencing will
be offset. For this to work, you must have all annotations & frames within the map borders, not outside.
the ps2raster documentation describes how to do this.

pslegend
Just when you though it was all too complicated, pslegend takes it to a new level. Pslegend provides a
mini-language to define and assemble the components of a comprehensive legend on a map. Generally
the legend specification is written to a file, and pslegend uses the file to build the legend. If your script
writes the legend specification file, then you can use variables to modify the legend for each iteration.
An example of the use of pslegend is on p 126 of the cookbook, with the result on p137.

timeseries data
Just for your information, in addition to it's geographic data plotting capabilities, GMT also has
powerful timeseries plotting capabilities. These will not be covered here, but tiered labels for timeseries
data are supported, and automatic timeseries plots can be made, just like geographic plots using
appropriate scripts.

